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Spin motion of photoelectrons
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Ab initio and model calculations demonstrate that the spin motion of electrons transmitted above the vacuum
energy through ferromagnetic films can be investigated by means of angle- and spin-resolved core-level
photoelectron spectroscopy. The motion of the photoelectron spin polarization can be regarded as a combina-
tion of a precession around and a relaxation towards the magnetization direction. For ultrathin Fe films on
Pd~001!, its dependence on the Fe film thickness and on the Fe electronic structure is studied systematically. In
addition to elastic and inelastic scattering, the effect of band gaps on the spin motion is addressed in particular.
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Taking advantage of the spin in electronic devices, in
der to form new ‘‘spintronic’’ devices, is currently in
progress worldwide. This goal challenges both applied
basic physics, the latter being mostly concerned with mo
systems of spin-dependent transport.1 Aiming at very small
devices, the properties of magnetic nanostructures bec
increasingly important. In particular, spin-dependent scat
ing in ultrathin films and at interfaces may have a profou
effect on the transport properties2,3: the electronic spins star
to precess and the spin current applies a spin-transfer to
on the magnetization in the ferromagnet. To understand
detail the spin motion in electron transmission through m
netic films, one obviously needs a microscopic probe.

Ferromagnetic resonance, used successfully to study
magnetic properties of multilayer systems,4 cannot deal with
electron transmission. However, spin- and time-resol
photoelectron spectroscopy was employed to investigate
rectly spin filtering in the time domain.5 Spin motion, which
can be regarded as a combination of a precession of
electron spin polarization~ESP! PW around the magnetizatio
direction and as relaxation ofPW towards the magnetizatio
MW , is interesting in its own right.6,7 A successful method
which addresses the spin motion of electrons above
vacuum level is the transmission of spin-polarized electr
~usually produced with a GaAs source! through freestanding
ferromagnetic films.8 Further, spin motion was recently ob
served in spin-resolved low-energy electron diffracti
~SPLEED!.9

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we propose
apply angle- and spin-resolved photoelectron spectrosc
from core levels to access directly the spin motion of el
trons transmitted through an ultrathin ferromagnetic fi
~Fig. 1!. Therefore, it is proved by means ofab initio calcu-
lations that precession and relaxation can be observed in
periments. We are not aware of other first-principles inve
gations of spin motion in electron transmission. Beyond th
it is shown that spin motion can serve as a tool for obtain
information on the electronic and magnetic structure of
system.

Our approach relies in particular on the possibility to o
ent the spin polarization of the incoming photoelectrons
the incident light, an effect due to spin-orbit coupling. In t
following, the basic ideas are described for the chosen
temsn monolayer~ML ! Fe/Pd~001!, n51, . . . ,6~for details,
see Ref. 10!.
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~i! The incident light excites electrons from Pd 3d3/2 core
levels of the Pd~001! substrate into a state above the vacuu
level Evac.

~ii ! Choosing linearlyp-polarized light with incidence di-
rection given byqph545° polar angle and variable azimut
wph, the ESP in the substrate can be aligned to any des
direction in thexy surface plane~Cartesian coordinates ar
defined in Fig. 1!. It was theoretically and experimentall
shown for nonmagnetic layered systems with fourfold ro
tional symmetry that an ESP perpendicular to the scatte
plane~spanned by the surface normal and the incidence
rection; see Ref. 11 and references therein! is produced:PW in

}(2sinwph,coswph,0). For wph50° and 180°,PW in is per-
pendicular to the magnetizationMW ~which is parallel tox).
Hence, the commonly used external GaAs source for s
polarized electrons is, so to speak, replaced by an inte
one, with the advantage of easy orientation ofPW in.

~iii ! During the transmission through the Fe film, the ph
toelectron is subject to elastic and inelastic scattering p
cesses. Both can simply be modeled by spin-dependent
tering at an asymmetric quantum well which comprises
substrate-film and film-vacuum interfaces. The transmit
ESPPW tr reads

PW tr}S uT↑u22uT↓u21Px
in~ uT↑u21uT↓u2!

Py
inRe~T↑!T↓!2Pz

inIm~T↑!T↓!

Pz
inRe~T↑!T↓!1Py

inIm~T↑!T↓!
D , ~1!

where the spin-dependent transmission coefficientsT↑(↓)

take into account multiple reflection. Considering elas
scattering, the dependence ofPW tr on the film thicknessd
shows two oscillation periods. The precession of the tra
versal componentsPy

tr and Pz
tr aroundMW ~Refs. 12 and 13!

has a longer period with wavelength 2p/(kz
↑2kz

↓), kz
↑(↓) be-

ing the electron wave numbers in the film. Multiple refle
tion at the interfaces results in a short-period oscillation w
wavelength 2p/(kz

↑1kz
↓) and much smaller amplitude. Th

longitudinal componentPx
tr remains constant on average.

Inelastic scattering leads to spin-dependent attenua
within the film. Simulated by multiplying the propagato
between the interfaces by exp(2d/l↑(↓)), this spin-filter effect
relaxesPW tr towardsMW ~i.e., limd→`Px

tr51 for l↑.l↓). It
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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was successfully used to determine the attenuation len
l↑(↓) ~Refs. 14 and 15! and to obtain the spin-resolved ele
tronic structure of Fe.16 There is no spin motion in nonmag
netic regions~e.g., vacuum!.

~iv! The photoelectrons are eventually detected as s
resolved in normal emission (kW i50). The electron energie
are considerably larger than those in spin-dependent tr
port measurements. To come closer to the Fermi level
might use threshold photoemission~PE! or deposit a work-
function-reducing adlayer onto the surface.

The small photoelectron escape depth17,18 restrictsd to a
few ML. This implies for ultrathin films that the short-perio
oscillation might dominate the spin motion, a complete p
cession cannot be observed, and the relaxation limit (PW iMW )
cannot be reached in practice. The present approach is
restricted to linearly polarized light. Spectra for circular
polarized light~not reported here!, for which one can pro-
ducePW in with a component along the surface normal,19 agree
qualitatively with those discussed here.

Theoretical.To obtain reliable results, we rely on a com
putational scheme which proved to be successful in desc
ing qualitatively and quantitatively PE from nonmagne
and ferromagnetic surfaces in the valence-band and c
level regimes~Ref. 20 and references therein!. Starting from
first-principles electronic-structure calculations for 0–6 M
fcc Fe/Pd~001! @Ref. 10, local spin-density approximation o
density-functional theory, screened Korringa-Kohn-Rosto
~KKR! method; for details, see Ref. 21#, spin- and angle-
resolved constant-initial-state PE spectra were compu
within the relativistic one-step model~layer-KKR method;
cf. Ref. 22!. The latter describes PE correctly as a coher
process~in contrast to the three-step model which treats
citation, propagation towards the surface, and transmis

FIG. 1. Spin motion in electron transmission through a fer
magnetic film accessed by photoelectron spectroscopy. Left: a
electron is excited by the incident radiation~wavy line, photon en-
ergy v) in the Pd substrate~light gray!. The spin polarization~ar-
row! of the photoelectron~solid circle! is oriented due to spin-orbi
interaction. During the transmission through the magnetic Fe
~dark gray!, the spin polarization rotates further~spin motion! but
stops rotating in the vacuum.EF andEvac are the Fermi and vacuum
levels, respectively. Right: setup of normal photoemission from
ferromagnetic surface~with magnetization alongx) andp-polarized
light incident in thexz plane.
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into the vacuum separately!. The applicability of the initial-
state picture of core-level PE~see, e.g., Ref. 20! was checked
by comparing theoretical with experimental spectra. Here
poor description would affect mainly the size of the incom
ing ESP. The general results on spin motion, however, wo
still be valid. Within the KKR method, the semi-infinite sys
tems ~Pd substrate/Fe film/vacuum! were treated with the
correct boundary conditions. Reasonable values were cho
for the free parameters10; e.g., the first 30 layers contribute
to the photocurrent.

The structure of Fe on Pd~001! depends on the prepara
tion conditions and can show disorder and imperfections
the surface.23 Since the present investigation focuses on t
basic spin-motion effects, we deliberately choose ideal
Fe films instead. Consequently, a perfect agreement with
ture experiments is not expected.

We choose Fe/Pd~001! due to the large magnetic momen
of Fe and the strong spin-orbit coupling in Pd which resu
in a sizablePW in. The covering Fe induces a magnetic mome
of about 0.24mB in the Pd layer close to the Fe/P
interface.10 Hence,PW in originates from the induced exchang
splitting and from spin-orbit coupling. That the spin motio
is dominantly due to the Fe magnetism was checked by c
sidering several ‘‘artificial’’ magnetic configurations and b
variation of the azimuth of light incidence. Further, changi
the inverse photoelectron lifetime in the Fe film allowed
to differentiate between elastic~precession aroundMW ) and
inelastic processes~relaxation towardsMW ).

Elastic and inelastic processes.Inelastic processes can b
simulated in calculations by adding an imaginary self-ene
to the potential~see, e.g., Ref. 24!. To unveil the influence of
these processes, the inverse photoelectron lifetime in the
film was reduced to 0.001 eV~‘‘elastic’’ case!, as compared
to the otherwise chosen 1.8 eV~‘‘inelastic’’ case!. Being
rather small and almost constant in the elastic case,Px

tr in-

-
re

a

FIG. 2. ~Color! Elastic and inelastic effects in spin motion fo
0–6 ML Fe on Pd~001! at 17.5 eV kinetic energy and azimuth o
light incidencewph50°. The transmitted electron-spin polarizatio

PW tr is shown vs Fe-film thicknessn ~in ML ! for the inelastic~blue!
and elastic~red! cases. The inset shows corresponding results o
model calculation.
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creases with Fe coverage in the inelastic case~Fig. 2!, i.e.,

PW tr starts to relax towardsMW . Because the short-period os

cillation is relevant for ultrathin films, the precession ofPW tr

around MW ~which shows the long wavelength! cannot be
clearly observed. To corroborate these findings, we ca
latedPW tr within the quantum-well model sketched precedin
with parameters obtained from the Pd and Fe bulk-ba
structures~inset in Fig. 2!. The resulting wavelengths o
about 200 ML~precession! and 3.9 ML~multiple reflection!
lead to reasonable agreement concerningPx

tr and Pz
tr . How-

ever,Py
tr does not show such a pronounced minimum at 3

ML. The differences between model andab initio calcula-
tions can be attributed to the number of transmission ch
nels: a single one in the model but several channels~with
different wavelengths! in the ab initio calculations.

Effects of the electronic structure.To show how the spin
motion depends on details of the electronic structure,
address constant-initial-state PE spectra. In contrast

FIG. 3. ~Color! Energy dependence of the spin motion for 1–
ML Fe on Pd~001!. ~a! Spin-averaged constant-initial-state phot
emission intensitiesI vs kinetic energyEkin of the photoelectrons.

~b!–~d! Transmitted electron-spin polarizationPW tr. The Fe-film
thicknessn ~in ML ! is indicated by numbers and color coding. Th
gray area highlights a prominent feature discussed in the text.
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SPLEED experiments in whichPW in is typically parallel or
antiparallel to the magnetization,25,26 a transversePW in (wph
50°) is chosen. For clarity reasons, the following discuss
rests upon the complex bulk-band structure, rather than
layer-resolved spectral densities. The ‘‘pure’’ effect
worked out by a model calculation, rather than complicati
the discussion by complex-band structures.

The spin-averaged intensities@Fig. 3~a!# decrease signifi-
cantly with Fe coverage, caused by the small photoelect
escape depth. The global shape of the spectra, however
mains almost unaffected. Changes of the slopes, best to
seen for 1 ML Fe but present for all Fe-film thicknesses, c
be traced back to the Fe electronic structure~not shown!: an
increase of the slope is associated with the onset of a
tional transmission channels, i.e., dispersive Fe bands
particular, one pair of spin-split bands provides efficie
transmission, which leads to the intensity increase at ab
15 eV. A Pd-band gap, which reduces the number of chann
in the substrate, causes the pronounced minimum at abou
eV kinetic energy.

At low energies where the number of transmission cha
nels is small, the evolution ofPW tr with Fe coverage is almos
monotonous@Figs. 3~b!–3~d!#. The most significant struc-
tures show up between 12 eV and 16 eV~gray area!: Px

tr and
Py

tr display 2/1 and 1/2 modulations, respectively, ac
companied by a maximum inPz

tr . A detailed analysis cor-
roborates their relation to the Fe electronic structure, in p
ticular to exchange-split band gaps in conjunction with t
onset of additional transmission channels in that particu
energy range.

To provide direct evidence that band gaps manifest the
selves pronounced in spin motion, the ESP is calculated in
inelastic three-band nearly-free-electron model. The s
strate is taken as semi-infinite free space~with zero poten-
tial!, whereas a nonzero scattering potential in the magn
film gives rise to exchange-split band gaps@Figs. 4~a! and
4~b!#. There, the transmission of one spin channel is redu

FIG. 4. ~Color! Effect of exchange-split band gaps in the film
electronic structure on the spin motion.~a! and ~b! Complex band
structure of the substrate~‘‘inc.,’’ black ! and the magnetic film~ma-
jority, ‘‘maj.,’’ magenta; minority, ‘‘min.,’’ cyan! in the extended
zone scheme.~c! Electron spin polarization of the transmitted ele
trons. Vertical dash-dotted lines serve as guides to the eye.
3-3
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due to evanescent states@nonzero Im(kz) in Fig. 4~b!#. Since
incoming transverse spinors are weighted sums of spin
~‘‘maj.’’ ! and spin-down ~‘‘min.’’ ! Pauli spinors (Py

in

550%), Px
tr andPy

tr show a2/1 and a small1/2 modu-
lation, respectively, whereasPz

tr increases in the band-ga
middle @Fig. 4~c!#. Although the Fe-band structure is muc
more complicated, the structures in the model calculat
have counterparts in Figs. 3~b!–3~d! ~gray area!. Distinct
band-gap related features do not show up at higher kin
energies due to the onset of several efficient transmis
channels just at about 15 eV.

Conclusions.First-principles ‘‘theoretical experiments
demonstrate that the spin motion in electron transmiss
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